
Excerpts from the Memoirs of Nestor Makhno 
 

 

A.  On the Janzen Estate 

 

Given the high rates of illiteracy amongst the early 20th century Ukrainian peasantry 

Makhno’s writings afford a rare insight into the mindset of Ukraine’s poorest strata.  The 

following passages describe his political awakening as a young boy to the inherently 

unjust state of society.  His feelings evolve from a begrudged acceptance of his condition 

as a poor peasant to anger, hatred and the embrace of violence against the wealthy as 

“innately sane and just.” Makhno also describes his experience as a farmhand on a 

Mennonite estate.    

 

I am a peasant by origin. I was born in the small city of Gulai-Polye of Yekaterinoslav 

gubernia in Ukraine. My parents were serfs originally, then became emancipated 

peasants. According to my mother, their lives under serfdom were horrible. While still a 

child she was twice beaten with canes. The first time, she refused to do cleaning work in 

the house of the steward because she considered it degrading, and was slapped in the face 

by his wife; the second time, she did not want to use her free time to bind sheaves for 

three kopecks a day, declaring that the pay was too low. On both occasions the steward 

reported her to the “pan”, who summoned her to his house. There, on the porch, she was 

punished with fifteen blows of the cane in the presence of the landowner. 

 

I do not remember my father, since I was scarcely eleven months old when he died. He 

was a serf of the same pan as my mother, a certain Shabelsky, who lived at one of his 

estates not far from the village of Shagarovo, now Marfopol, seven kilometres from 

Gulai-Polye. Later, after Father had been emancipated and gotten married, he still had no 

other means of existence and was compelled to continue working as a gardener for the 

same pomeshchik. After I was born he left this work and got a job as a coachman for 

Kerner, a wealthy Jew who owned a factory in Gulai-Polye. Soon after this Father died. 

 

… 

 

When summer arrived, I was hired as an ox drover by a landowner named Jansen. I was 

paid 25 kopecks per day, in other words, one-and-a-half rubles per week. Every Sunday 

after receiving this sum, I joyfully went home, running most of the seven kilometres and 

clutching the money in my fist. Running into the house, I handed over the money right 

away to my mother, just as I had my older brothers do with their pay on earlier occasions. 

Now I was also earning money and just like them, passing in on to Mother... My young 

heart was filled with happiness. I remember once I for- got to water the oxen, and so 

when they were pulling a wagon filled with sheaves, they suddenly veered off the road 

towards a pond. Just then the overseer’s assistant came riding up in a britzka. He was a 

nasty character whom we called “flyeater” because his mouth was always hanging open. 

He struck me twice with his whip. I was so angry I almost ran home and was restrained 

by doing so only by the memory of Sundays and the joy I found in bringing money home 



for Mother. And so kept working the whole sumer and earned a total of 20 rubles. This 

was my first job. 

 

… 

 

All these mishaps, not to mention the precarious situation of my family, forced me to 

wonder which was more important: school or the sort of job which gave me twenty 

roubles for six months work? It was around this time I began to feel anger, bitterness, and 

even hatred towards the land- owner and, especially, towards to his children: those young 

slackers often passed by me: sleek, well-dressed, and immaculately groomed and scented; 

while I was filthy, clad in rags, barefoot, and stinking of manure from cleaning the 

calves’ barn. The injustice of this state of affairs was staring me in the face. My only 

consolation then was my childish reasoning that this was the natural order of things: they 

were the “masters” and I was a worker whom they paid so they wouldn’t have to handle 

manure themselves. 

 

Two years passed like this and I made progress in my career, moving from calves to 

horses. At the same time I became more perceptive of my surroundings. I often saw how 

the master’s sons cruel- ly beat the stablehands, in particular because “the horses were 

not washed properly”. But still in the back of my mind I timidly accepted the existing 

state of affairs. I adapted myself to all this meanness: when I observed how the young 

“well-bred masters” beat people like myself, and I not only kept quiet, but tried, like 

everyone else around me, to pretend that I didn’t know anything and never noticed 

anything. Another year passed: it was 1902 and I was thirteen. The stablehands of that era 

were, for the most part, conscientious people with excellent common sense. Because of 

my youth they were very kind in the way they treated me. 

 

Once in the summertime, we had all just finished eating supper, with the exception of the 

senior stablehand who was clipping the horses’ tails, when two of the owner’s sons 

entered the kitchen along with the overseer. The three of them began to chew out one of 

the stablehands. At first the conversation was civil, but then the tone changed. The bosses 

began to scream and insult the stablehand. Then they threw themselves on him and began 

to beat him brutally. All the other stable- hands stood around half frozen from fear before 

the “wrath of the masters”. I alone bounded from the room, sped across the courtyard, 

flew into the stable, and cried to the senior stablehand: “Bat- ko Ivan! The bosses are 

beating Filipp in the kitchen!” Batko Ivan, as if possessed, rushed into the courtyard still 

wearing an apron with scissors in his hand. Without uttering a word the two of us ran 

across the courtyard and into the kitchen. Probably I should have been crying, but in fact 

I couldn’t help laughing when Ivan, seeing his helper being beaten, hurled himself like a 

lion at one of the “master’s sons” and laid him out on the ground with a single blow. 

After kicking him a few times, he seized the overseer and began to pound him, peasant-

style, in the stomach. Both of the owner’s sons and the overseer’s assistant made their 

escape only after smashing two window frames in the kitchen. Meanwhile more batraks 

had gathered round. All the hired hands abandoned their work to run to the aid of the 

stablehands. From all sides was heard the plaint: “How long do we have to put up with 

being humiliated by the master?” Everyone lined up at the porch of the master’s house 



and demanded their wages, declaring they would not remain there any longer. The elderly 

owner was frightened and came out on the porch himself in an effort to bargain with us. 

He begged the stablehands not to quit and urged them to forgive the stupid behaviour of 

his young heirs. Then the stablehands decided to stay: they contented themselves with the 

realization that on this estate, at least, their actions had put an end once and for all to any 

attempts to resolve disputes by means of beatings. 

 

As for me, although I was still a child, this incident produced an lasting impression. For 

the first time I heard seditious words, spoken to me by Batko Ivan afterwards: “Nobody 

here should ever allow themselves to be beaten... And if some day, my little Nestor, one 

of the bosses tries to hit you, grab the nearest pitchfork and skewer him!” At my young 

age these words were perceived by me as terrible, but at the same time I instinctively 

found them innately sane and just. Subsequently, more than once when I was pitching 

hay in the stable and saw one of the bosses, I imagined him trying to hit me, and myself 

stabbing him with my fork on the spot. 
 

B.  The Burning oB.  The Burning oB.  The Burning oB.  The Burning of f f f DibrivkiDibrivkiDibrivkiDibrivki    (October 24(October 24(October 24(October 24----26, 1918)26, 1918)26, 1918)26, 1918)    

 

In the Ukrainian village of Dibrivki [elsewhere referred to as Bolshe-Mikhailovka] a large 
battle was fought between Makhno’s forces and the German occupation.  Also present 
were “German colonists” which may have included Mennonites that had been organized by 
the German army into “self-defence” units.  In the aftermath of the battle the occupation 
forces razed the village to the ground.  The destruction of Dibrivki had a strong impact 
upon Makhno and served as the catalyst for his first large scale attacks on the Mennonite 
colonies in the region.  The excerpt below describes an encounter between Makhno and 
three “German colonists” in the aftermath of Dibrivki’s destruction.  Makhno and his men 
are initially disguised as members of the occupation.       
 

I sat up and reluctantly gazed in the direction of Dibrivka (25 versts distant). One could 

no longer see any sign of flames. There was only a column of smoke which stained the 

blue sky with its terrible blackness and reminded us of the events of yesterday, events 

which I would never forget for the rest of my life. 

 

… 

 

While the partisans and I were sleeping, our reconnaissance units on patrol captured a 

tachanka [a spring-loaded buggy equipped with a machine gun] with three armed 

Germans, kulaks from the German colony of Mariental …  

 When I went up to them, I asked:  

 “You’re travelling with weapons – you must be bandits.  Where were you going?” 

 “We’re not bandits, we’re bandit killers,” was the answer I received.   

They proceed to tell me they had been to Dibrivki to help the Austro-German troops 

capture Makhno and Shschus and teach the Dibrivki peasants a lesson for not recognizing 

the authority of the Austro-German command.  

 “And so, did you capture Makhno and Shchus?” I asked them. 



 “No, we weren’t able to capture them because of the cowardice of the regular 

Austrian troops,” these ‘heroes’ told me.  “But then we burned the whole village!” 

exclaimed one of them. 

 I literally began to shake with anger.  It turned out that some peasants from 

Dibrivki had run after us, following our trail.  Comrade Shchus led them to me.  They 

related to me that they had seen all these kulaks in the village, setting fire to their homes, 

and that the village was almost entirely destroyed. 

 I quit asking questions of these German kulaks.  I also quit pretending to be an 

officer of the Hetman’s varta.  I tore off my officer’s epaulets and declared to them: 

 “There’s nothing more for us to talk about gentlemen.  I am that very Makhno 

whom you came to Dibrivki to catch … We’re the people you intended to catch, so you 

could jeer at us and kill us along with all those peasants you regard as rebels who don’t 

recognize the right of the Hetman and the Austro-German command to rule over our 

revolutionary land.” 

 Hearing my words, the kulak colonists collapsed on the ground and began 

groveling:  

 “Comrade Makhno, we … we will join you and faithfully serve you and your 

cause!” 

 And there was still more that they blurted out, but I could no longer bear to listen 

to them.  At their first words I put my hands to my head and burst out crying; then I 

rushed out of the compound away from the kulaks and my friends.  I was no longer 

interested in whether the kulaks were to live or die.  I saw them as low-life, vile 

scoundrels and I didn’t even want to look at them. 

 I burst out of the compound into the spacious farmyard of the barin’s estate and 

paced up and down in the yard like a madman, every so often glancing in the direction of 

Dibrivki from where, as previously, a black plume of smoke was rising up and staining 

the sky.  Then I tried to stop pacing, as some new problems occurred to me.  And I did 

stop, but instead of concentrating on these problems, I pulled a revolver out my pocket 

and, quite unconsciously, cocked the gun and pointed the barrel at my forehead.  But as 

soon as I felt its cold touch, I was filled with an overwhelming sense of horror.  Fearing 

for my sanity, I sought the company of those closest to me … I ran into Karetnik.  He 

was coming to tell me that our scouts had captured some more tachankas with armed 

“farm owners” (kulaks), returning home from Dibrivki. 

 “And what did you do with the first three scoundrels?” I asked. 

 “We shot them.” 

 “Kill these dogs too!  We shall offer no mercy from this day forward to the armed 

enemies of the revolution.” 
 

 

C.  The Schoenfeld Raids  

 

In the fall of 1918 Makhno and his partisans waged a campaign of terror against the 

Mennonite colonies of Schoenfeld.  Between 50 and 80 Mennonites were murdered and 

a large amount of property stolen.  Initially Makhno did not restrain his men but soon 

realized a movement based upon vengeance could not achieve the goals of the 

revolution.  Orders were issued to reign in the more unbridled elements of his 



movement, while still allowing for the execution of German colonists caught hiding 

weapons or belonging to a “self-defence” unit.  The major massacres did not occur for 

another year and Makhno’s memoirs unfortunately do not extend that far.  However, 

the following reflections do offer an insight into how he understood the role of mass 

violence in revolution.    

 

The partisans … were quite agitated by our scraps of information about what 

we had seen in Dibrivki.  Now when the whole story was pulled together and 

presented to them, their reaction was not distress but rather belligerence. 

“We need revenge, revenge, revenge!  Lead us to the enemy, Batko, we shall 

repay!” 

It should be noted that all the deeds committed by our enemies in Dibrivki 

could serve as the most effective propaganda for fomenting the rebellion of the 

masses against them.  I had realized this earlier while observing their nefarious 

actions.  But I was also aware that psychologically a rebellion of the toiling masses 

must be steered in the direction of the Revolution … I well understood that our goal 

was not exacting merciless vengeance on our enemies … The organizing of an 

insurrection required a change from the type of actions we had engaged in during 

the previous day.  

 

…  

 

These landowners could have been annihilated along with their mansions.  In 

essence, this would have been an appropriate response for the losses sustained by 

the insurgents due to the raids by the pomeshchiks [estate-owners].   But it wasn’t 

necessary for the insurgency to take their lives, it was more important to demoralize 

them and win a psychological victory over them, thereby gaining the momentum in 

our struggle.  Death, even for those who had shown no respect for the lives of others, 

was regarded among the insurgent-Makhnovists as an extreme measure, applicable 

only for individual cases, not for masses of people.  Here, on our march through the 

khutors, executions could have taken on a mass character.  This the insurgent-

Makhnovists tried to avoid.  They limited themselves, as was stated in the orders, to 

confiscating horses, tachankas, cash, and weapons from the landowners.  Only 

certain individuals were annihilated, chiefly those who had participated in 

detachments which had roamed about the region fighting against the revolution … 

Some of these kulaks were committed to butchering the revolutionary peasants – 

both men and women.  In my native area after one of their incursions more often 

than not one would find peasant women who had been repeatedly raped while their 

husbands had either been beaten up, dragged off to prison, or killed outright. 

 Our progress through the kulak khotors and colonies produced a lasting 

impression on all the counter-revolutionary forces. 


